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A new kind of style book with the inspiring and empowering message that “; Offering people who have
original and creative style such as actress Lea DeLaria, who embraces her butch design with whimsy and
humor;and celebrities who defy the cookie-cutter looks of today’s magazines. The mother-daughter group
behind the enormously well-known websites StyleLikeU and What’ By illustrating that personal style
emanates from one’ profiling stylish influencers ; and “Disentangle Design from Fashion” or Tallulah
Willis, who has learned to maintain a positive self-picture in today’s bad tabloid culture. A wealth of
photographs displays each person’s unique appear, even though interviews reveal how their journey affects
and informs their style. Throughout the reserve, the authors include inspiring manifestos such as: “
developer Betsey Johnson, who proceeds to exert innovative genius into her 70s; model and Miley
Cyrus–;Dress to Express Your Inner Spirit”true style is definitely self-acceptance,” “Beauty Is a State of
Mind” “muse Melanie Gaydos, who lives with a genetic disorder and who views beauty as a state of being
that she's achieved; .Turn Your Struggles Into Strengths”s Underneath profile trendsetting artists and
creatives of most age range, body types, races, and genders to embrace how self-expression and selfacceptance are the most important method of achieving personal design.s comfort with oneself, this quantity
powerfully demonstrates that true design is what’s underneath.
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I was in love in the past and today am even deeper in love ... in fact it is wonderful ???? Five Stars Great
positive message,interesting profiles,fantastic photos.. Their beautiful message of really loving "what's
underneath" and embracing the authentic you is gorgeously organized with amazing photos and deeply
heartfelt personal tales from the various people they have encountered on the journey. I'm deeply in love
with this book One of my favorites.. just like these women who created the book This book is magic, exactly
like these women who created the book. I have already been an avid fan of StyleLikeU for a long period,
and it's a pleasure to have something of theirs that I could hold and flip through with the same empowering
and original spirit as their videos.. A win !. Fabulous Style I really like this book, I could hardly wait for the
next one. The layout, photos, inspiring stories and unique fashion make it a great gift for friends and family
members as well! I'm such a big lover of the work you guys are doing and the positive message and vibes
you're sending out in to the world! An excellent compilation of interviews and inspiration from all walks of
lifestyle! The publication is amazing. Great job and keep up the good work.. I love the concept and every
one of the people in it. Self expression is freedom. An excellent and unique assortment of enchanting human
beings who have . Thank you : ) Everyone should read this Every person should read this. I was in love back
then and now am even deeper in love with their mission to spread the Self Acceptance Revolution. An
excellent and unique assortment of enchanting human beings who have harnessed their individuality and
used their style to show the globe who they are. I adore this publication and cannot wait for another..this
book is for you personally. Whether you are a lover of fashion, trend that is not based on pattern, consuming
with intent, self expression, self love, self acceptance, a believer that beauty and vulnerability go together.
Thank you to all or any the people who bravely demonstrated their accurate style. I'm deeply in love with
this book. and it is wonderful ???? Book came with time.. I 1st discovered Elisa and Lily with their first
book called StyleLikeU.. Five Stars Beautiful coffee table book. Three Stars no issues Beautiful and
inspirational I was so excited to get this beautiful publication in the mail after months of waiting around!or
all of the above. Not only a great thought-provoking go through, but also a visually inspirational source to
go back to once you need a lift!
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